Light Responsive Microstructured Surfaces of Liquid Crystalline Network with Shape Memory and Tunable Wetting Behaviors.
Using adaptive soft materials to fabricate microstructured surfaces renders them with tunable topographic feature and thus controllable physical properties. Here, light responsive microstructured surfaces are reported with shape memory and tunable wetting behaviors; the surfaces are covered with micropillar arrays and constructed by lightly crosslinked azo-containing liquid crystalline network (LCN). UV light irradiation induces 25% contraction in length of the micropillars along their long axes and, as a consequence, the variations of topographic feature and wetting behavior of the surfaces. In addition, the LCNs exhibit shape memory properties, which can freeze the temporary topographic feature of microstructured surfaces (formed under UV irradiation and relatively high temperature) and enable application of their functionalities at mild conditions. This light responsiveness makes it feasible to remotely and precisely tune the local regions of microstructured surfaces, which should broaden the applications of adaptive surfaces in regulating the wetting, optical, and adhesion properties in selected regions.